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IASB and EFRAG review progress towards completion of
major convergence projects
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the European Financial Reporting
Advisory Group (EFRAG) met on 18 March 2011 to review the IASB’s current work.
EFRAG is the private sector body responsible for stimulating debate in Europe around the
evolution of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) and providing input to the
work of the IASB, after appropriate due process, on behalf of Europe.
Led by Sir David Tweedie, chairman of the IASB, and Françoise Flores, chair of the EFRAG,
the meeting focused on the remaining three Memorandum of Understanding projects on
financial instruments, leases and revenue recognition, as well as the project on insurance
contracts. The EFRAG’s recommendations on these four projects were discussed. The two
bodies agreed on the need for the IASB to deliver high quality standards and a commitment to
a due process that reflects input from all stakeholders.
Representatives from the IASB and EFRAG discussed the steps required to conclude the
remaining convergence projects and the subsequent process to endorse the standards for use in
the European Union.
Commenting on the meeting, Sir David Tweedie said:
This was another useful exchange of views with our colleagues and friends at
EFRAG. We continue to make good progress towards the completion of the
G20-endorsed major convergence projects and remain committed to delivering
standards of the highest quality that have benefited from unprecedented levels of
public consultation.
Françoise Flores said:
EFRAG is appreciative and very supportive of the IASB efforts to best respond to the
significant and numerous concerns expressed during the consultation period on
Revenue Recognition, Leases and Insurance Contracts. We are satisfied to hear that
high quality accounting requirements remain the IASB’s main driver. EFRAG is
looking forward to helping the IASB further in organising, in close coordination with
the IASB, outreach events throughout Europe in April and May to inform of, and
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discuss, the main tentative decisions made by the IASB and FASB in their redeliberations of the standards.
The next meeting of the IASB and EFRAG will take place in the second quarter of 2011.
EFRAG is publishing a summary of the messages expressed at the meeting. This summary is
available to download from www.efrag.org.
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Notes to Editors:
About the IASB
The IASB was established in 2001 and is the standard-setting body of the IFRS Foundation,
an independent, private sector, not-for-profit organisation. The IASB is committed to
developing, in the public interest, a single set of high quality global accounting standards that
provide high quality transparent and comparable information in general purpose financial
statements. In pursuit of this objective the IASB conducts extensive public consultations and
seeks the co-operation of international and national bodies around the world. The IASB has
15 full-time members drawn from 11 countries and a variety of professional backgrounds. By
2012 the Board will be expanded to 16 members. Board members are appointed by and
accountable to the Trustees of the IFRS Foundation, who are required to select the best
available combination of technical expertise and diversity of international business and
market experience. In their work the Trustees are accountable to a Monitoring Board of
public capital market authorities.
About EFRAG
EFRAG, the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group, was set up principally for the
purpose of:
-

providing proactive advice to the IASB;

-

stimulating, co-ordinating and carrying out proactive accounting activities;

-

advising the European Commission on the acceptability of International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs) for endorsement for use in Europe in the consolidated
accounts of all listed companies; and

-

advising the European Commission on any accounting related topics.
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